Services Division Assessment Working Group (AWG):

Convenor: Kristan Majors  
Cabinet Sponsor: Chuck Spornick

Goal: To act as a forum for sharing ideas and data-related news within Services Division, to assist in reviewing draft data reports, and brainstorming ideas for data and assessment for the division. Provide training as needed.

AWG Membership Guidelines:
- Members are already involved in data management as a part of their job
- Representation reflects work throughout the division
- Representation reflects knowledge of key systems used within the division, Ares, ILLiad, Alma, Libanswers, Google analytics, Desktracker, etc.
- Members are not primary data owners. This will provide a way to integrate assessment throughout the division.

Meeting Frequency: estimates 1-hour working meetings 6 times a year – around peak data reporting times – August/September/October and May/June. Additional meetings can be scheduled if training is needed/wanted.

Membership of Assessment Working Group (AWG):
- Chris Doty, SL representative
- Rich McNeal, Access Services representative
- Lisa Hamlett, Alma representative
- Chris Pollette, Instructional tech representative
- Marie Hansen, ILL representative
- Colin Bragg, Ares & Reserves representative